High-Throughput, Sensitive LC-MS Quantification of Biotherapeutics and Biomarkers Using Antibody-Free, Peptide-Level, Multiple-Mechanism Enrichment via Strategic Regulation of pH and Ionic and Solvent Strengths.
Sensitive and high-throughput measurement of biotherapeutics and biomarkers in plasma and tissues is critical for protein-drug development. Enrichment of target signature peptide (SP) after sample digestion permits sensitive LC-MS-based protein quantification and carries several prominent advantages over protein-level enrichment; however, developing high-quality antipeptide antibodies is challenging. Here we describe a novel, antibody-free, peptide-level-enrichment technique enabling high-throughput, sensitive, and robust quantification of proteins in biomatrices, by highly selective removal of matrix peptides and components via cation-exchange (CX) reversed-phase (RP) SPE with strategically regulated pH and ionic and organic strengths. Multiple-mechanism washing and elution achieved highly selective separation despite the low plate number of the SPE cartridge. We first investigated the adsorption-desorption behaviors of peptides on CX-RP sorbent and the coexisting, perplexing effects of pH, and ionic and organic strengths on the selectivity for SP enrichment, which has not been previously characterized. We demonstrated that the selectivity for separating target SPs from matrix peptides was closely associated with buffer pH relative to the pI of the SP, and pH values of pI - 2, pI, and pI + 2 respectively provided exceptional specificity for the ionic wash, the hydrophobic wash, and selective elution. Furthermore, desorption of peptides from the mixed-mode sorbent showed exponential and linear dependence, respectively, on organic-solvent percentage and salt percentage. On the basis of these findings, we established a streamlined procedure for rapid and robust method development. Quantification of biotherapeutics, targets, and biomarkers in plasma and tissues was used as the model system. Selective enrichment of target SPs was achieved along with elimination of 87-95% of matrix peptides, which improved the LOQ by 20-fold (e.g., 2 ng per gram of tissue). Application was demonstrated by sensitive quantification of time courses of mAb (T84.66) and target (CEA) in plasma and tumor tissues from a low-dose mouse PK study. For the first time, down-regulation of membrane-associated antigen following mAb treatment was observed. The CX-RP enrichment is robust, high-throughput, and universally applicable and thus is highly valuable for ultrasensitive, large-scale measurement of target protein in plasma and tissues.